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I got a different generic brand of valium and I think there is a difference. The Chicken Ranch was still open in those
days. Sure, I get the occasional ones but it's so much better than when I began on originally Xanax then switched to
Klonopin many years ago. Both of these companies have a bad reputation. To me, travel is so enriching,and really helps
you to see the big picture. My pharmacy has had the benzo shuffle going on. From what I understand, Teva actually
outsources the production of many of its medications to small manufacturers. I want the green ones back. So far, I sleep
just as well on teva and it controls my anxiety just like the roche. Do a search on which is best, it's all over the internet.
Sometimes the worry turns into a longer agony. There is no need to resubmit your comment. But tell them you want
Roche, which is the one I also take. The Poison Control Center can also help identify medications. I started taking
clonopin last night insomia , to help me relax and sleep. Lorazepam, on the other hand, is a generic name of the drug
Ativan. This Teva gives me, or lets the heebie jeebies through. So it's certainly possible.Apr 26, - I feel your pain thats
happening to me generic klonopin is not the same and does not work for me period. CA. Camcamlu 14 Jan Brand name
Klonopin by Roche compared with any generic version of is like comparing a BMW with a Ford. The difference is
unbelievable. Get brand name whenever your Does generic clonazepam (Teva) work as well as. These are the strength
of my 2mg mylan clonazepam generics. What the fuck is with everyone (BDD in particular) putting so much emphasis
on different brands vs generics etc. . ive only ever taken the mint roche clonazepam and the banana flavoured
clonotril,both 2mg tabs,both the same imo/ime Fake Roche 2 mg Rivotril - Do they exist? Jan 27, - In reply to
Clonazepam: Teva vs Roche, posted by Phil on January 27, , at Not a benzophobe but can you get your pharmacy to
order the brand you prefer. I found one that would. I got a different generic brand of valium and I think there is a
difference. I want the green ones back. Phillipa. Mar 16, - After looking around a bit more I started seeing that the FDA
did (or is going to?) a study on generics vs name brands. The results are looking bad. I tried to post a I can't comment on
the brand name "Klonopin", but the Roche Clonazepam formulation here is called "Rivotril" Of which I've been on for
year'rubeninorchids.com info - - Got a generic Klonopin prescription yesterday, but. Hi, Im sure this question has been
asked but I'm tired of google turning up with nothing and I figured id give reddit a shot. Does anyone notice a. Does
anyone have any different experience in terms of efficacy of one generic brand to another. I am specifically I stand by
the fact that generic clonazepam is not as effective as roche rivotril, .but then, I suppose it doesn't matter for me because
that is what I am prescribed and I don't pay extra. rubeninorchids.com I. I have had the Roche before and they worked
really well but my new pharmacy filled my script with Actavis, I have never heard of them but they seem to be pretty
good. I am not having the sleepy feeling I get sometimes so I have to say they are really smooth. I have been on
Klonopin for years now. I had a call back from Roche which makes Klonopin. He told me they are hoping to start
manufacturing again in October. After reading about everyone having to go to generic like me and experiencing
headaches really helped me a lot. I have been having headaches now for about 2 months and they have. Klonopin is
much more potent compared to a generic such as clonazepam due to its fillers. .. yeah I believe besides the brand name
Roche the Teva brand is way better then most all Generics almost similar to the K cuts but i would deff never go with
the mylans but somewhat I have had my share of about everybrand. Klonopin Oral tablet drug summary. Find
medication information including related drug classes, side effects, patient statistics and answers to frequently asked
questions. Visit rubeninorchids.com for more details.
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